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AIM:  

The aim of this mini project is to design a Buck SMPS based on the specifications provided. 

 

















































 

 



The remaining part of the report provides the matlab codings and their results for our required 

solutions. The codings and results can be seen below. 

clc; 
clear all; 
close all; 

  
 L_min = 0.000000528-0.10*0.000000528; % 10% variation of the inductor value 
 L_max = 0.000000528+0.15*0.000000528; 

  
 % we dont concentrate on the value of the capacitor as it does not affect 
 % the system prerformance..this is because from the equation k=2*l/rts we 
 % can find that c has no effect on the system performance. hence we are 
 % considering and concentrating on L only 

  
L = 0.000000528; %value of L for case (ii) 
C = 0.000520; 
R = 1; 
Rc = 0.005; 
Rl = 0.03; 
fs = 1000000;  %given sampling frequency 
ts = 1/fs;     

Vg = 12;    %input voltage 
A_d = [1-ts/(R*C) ts/C; -ts/L 1-(Rl)/L*ts]; 
B_d = [0; Vg*ts/L]; 
C_d = C_c; 
D_d = D_c; 

  
sys_c = ss(A_c,B_c,C_c,D_c)   %produces the state space variable of the     

continuous time systems 
sys_discrete = c2d (sys_c,ts) %produces the corresponding discrete state 

variable of our continuous system..%c2d is used to convert continuous to 

discrete 
sys_d = ss(A_d,B_d,C_d,D_d,ts)      %produces corresponding state space 

variable of our discrete system 

  
sys_cl = feedback(sys_d,1);          %feedback is provided..this ensures the 

system is now in a closed loop 

  
step(sys_d);                         %providing a step input to our discrete 

stste variable system 
figure(2)                       
rlocus(sys_d)                        %providing the root locus of our 

discrete state system 
figure(3) 
step(sys_cl);                        %providing the step response to our 

closed loop feedback system 
p = [0.62+0.204j 0.62-0.204j];       %assigning the poles from our 

calculation 
K = place(A_d,B_d,p)                 %providing the eigen values to the 

system  

  
new_A = A_d-B_d*K;                   %calculating the response of the new 

variable A 



new_sys = ss(new_A,B_d,C_d,D_d,ts);  %provides the state space variables for 

our newly designed system 

  
sys_gain = zpk([],[],7.28);          %providing the zero pole gain to the 

system, here the gain of the system is found 

  
sys = series(sys_gain,new_sys);      %makes the series connection of our gain 

along with the new system 

  
figure(4) 
step(new_sys)                        %step response of the new system 
figure(5) 
rlocus(new_sys)                      %root locus of the new system 

  
sys_Ack_cl = feedback(new_sys,1);    %providing the ackerman control 

algorithm 
figure(6) 
step(sys_Ack_cl);                    %step response of the ackerman algorith 

  

  
num=[0.32841 -0.1267]               %numerator of our transfer function from 

the calculation 
den = [ 1 -1.9412 0.945]            %denominator of our transfer function 

from our calculation 
newsys = tf(num,den,-1);            %provides the transfer function of the 

new system 

 

 

RESULTS: 

 

 

Figure-1: Step response of our discrete time system 

 



 

Figure-2: Root Locus of our discrete time system 

 

 

Figure-3: step response of our closed loop system 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure-4: step response of the system with gain 

 

 

Figure-5: root locus of the system 

 

 

 



 

Figure-6: step response of the transfer function system. 

 

Thus from the above figures we can show the stability of our system and also from the step response of 

the system we have proved that the output overshoot of the system is less than 15%. 

The following are some of the other results obtained from the matlab. They provides the value of our 

state space matrices and also k1 and k2. These can be used for the verification of our manual 

calculation. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

Thus we have clearly understood the concepts of a bulk smps and its design methodol ogies. 


